Enq: Nigel Litchfield
Ph:

24 February 2020
Mr M Lennon
State Planning Commission
GPO Box 1815
Adelaide SA 5001
Dear Sir,
Draft Planning and Design Code Submission
Please be advised that at its meeting on February 18 Council endorsed the attached
submission providing feedback on the Draft Planning and Design Code. A copy of the
submission has also been sent to Council’s transition support officer at the Department
Planning Transport and Infrastructure.

Yours sincerely,

Nigel Litchfield
Manager Planning Services

Response to the Draft Planning & Design Code – Phase 3
Issue
Employment Zone
Fencing

Commentary

Fencing included in the policy with DTS criteria however not in any of
the tables and if not DTS or PA will they be “all other code assessed
development “ and will they then need to be notified
Bulky Goods
As an envisaged use should it be included for notification
Shops
Shop not included in DTS table but DTS criteria for shop less than
500m2
General Neighbourhood Zone
Demolition
Included in the Accepted therefore does it require BRC? As per
Schedule 4 Section 10 of PDI Act demolition is excluded from the
definition of development
Site Dimensions
DTS/DPF 2.1 Detached Dwelling in a terrace arrangement both 300m2
(i) and 200m2 (iv)
Group dwellings and RFB (v) 300m2
Site frontages (iv) Row and Detached Dwellings in a terrace
arrangement 7m (averaged) How does this sit with the TNV which
states 7m?
Site Coverage
DTS/DPF 3.1 Total roofed area (excluding eaves of a dwelling) is
confusing and unclear as to whether it includes verandahs, porches
etc. The intent though is good if trying to encourage wider eaves but
problematic for assessment.
Building Height
DTS/DPF 4.1 2 building levels and 9m while TNV talks about storeys.
Is it necessary to include storeys or levels at all or is just stating a
height level enough?
Rear Setbacks
As listed in the Update Report 3m for first building level and 5 m for
second building level while Side Setbacks talk about wall height above
3m
Procedural Matters
Notification of performance assessed developments on (a) sites
‘adjacent land to land in a different zone’ is problematic as adjacent
land has a specific definition and as the General Neighbourhood Zone
will most often be along side other residential zones like the Suburban
Neighbourhood that this will result in an unnecessary amount of
notification with the associated unrealistic expectations of the
community in influencing developments, a cost and time impost on the
applicant and a significant resource issue for the assessing authority.
(b) refers to Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
Site Area For Row
Elected Members felt the minimum site area for row dwellings in the
Dwellings
TNV overlay and in the policy for the zone is too small
Suburban Business and Innovation Zone
Deemed-to-satisfy
Detached & Semi-detached Dwellings included and possibly more
suited to medium density residential instead in conjunction with
commercial use as per the desired outcome and most performance
outcomes
Setbacks
DTS/DPF 3.5 and 3.6 should be 900 mm to be consistent with the rest
of the Code
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
Detached Dwelling (not
Included in both the DTS and PA tables
being in a battle-axe
arrangement)
Procedural Matters
Land to land in a different zone problematic as these zoned areas all
Notification
previously residential policy areas so predominantly adjacent other
residential zones and therefore notification unwarranted

Possible amendment
Fencing over 2.1 metres to be included in the DTS or PA table
Remove Bulky Goods from the notification list
Include shop less than 500m2 as DTS
Is demolition assessable under the BCA?
Make it 200m2 which is consistent with the TNV
Group dwellings and RFB should be averaged as per case la
Make 7m frontage for best streetscape and on street parking outcome
Total roofed area needs to be defined or different terminology used with
perhaps reference to building footprint instead.
Remove storeys and levels and only refer to wall height as this is clear in
the definitions
Make consistent and have 3m for wall height to 3m and then 5m for above
3m
Remove (a)

Change to General Neighbourhood Zone
Increase it to 250 sq m
D & S-D should be removed from DTS as shouldn’t be encouraged as not
consistent with desired outcome of the zone
Change 0.9 metres to 900 mm
Amend so PA reads DD in a battle-axe arrangement

Urban Corridor Zones
Apartment

(b) remove (Low Density)

Apartment is included in the PA table but there is no definition. The
table also includes dwelling, RFB and student accommodation so
definition needs to demonstrate how it is different from all of these.
Procedural Matters
Land to land in a different zone given the linear nature of these zones
Notification
would mean that a large number of developments that are currently
Category 1 would now require notification.
Urban Neighbourhood Zone
Apartments, Dwellings
Not included in the PA table though they supported by PO 1.1 and are
and Student
listed in DTS/DPF 1.1 and would also mean if requires notification as
Accommodation
not in table 3
Net Residential Density
To achieve the net residential density of 150/hectare will require the
incorporation of the dwelling types mentioned above and may not be
able to be achieved with our current TNV of 3 storeys

Include a definition for Apartment in the Administrative Definitions

Include in the PA table
Need to review ability to achieve required density and if TNV height limit
needs amending

Part 4 - General Development Policies
Design in Urban Areas
All Development
Lack of DTS criteria with only some PO having DTS criteria.
4 or more levels DTS/DPF 10.1 Does the 4 x 4m deep soil in front of building have to
Landscaping
accommodate a tree?
DTS/DPF 10.2 What are the locations or zones where full site
coverage is desired?
3 Building Levels or Less DTS/DPF 21.2 Tree planting identifies small, medium and large trees
- Landscaping
by mature height and spread. Will there be any guidance provided for
assessing officers as to which species of trees will meet each of these
criteria and which one are suitable and unsuitable outside of those
identified in the Regulations. This is going to be very difficult for
planning staff to assess without clear guidance as very few will have
expertise in tree species. The positon of the plantings as well as
certain species have the potential to cause unrest with neighbouring
property owners also.
Storage
There is no criteria for storage for buildings 3 levels or less
Water Sensitive Design
DTS 22.2 Stormwater Management Plan stormwater runoff outcomes
seem difficult to assess and to determine what is average also why
just for 5 – 19 dwellings
4 or more building levels DTS/DTF 28.3 Balcony sizes should be proportionate to the amount of
– Apartment Amenity
bedrooms to be consistent with the outdoor open space requirements
to ensure they are useable.
Table 1 –
Does not include RFB but includes Apartments for which there is no
Outdoor Open Space
definition.
Transport, Access and
Parking
Vehicle Access
PO 3.5 and DTS/DPF 3.5 what classifies as a ‘mature’ street trees
Off Street Parking
Requirements

The policy has 3+ bedrooms with a requirement of 2 bedrooms and
then no further requirement for more bedrooms
Current off street parking policy requires that at least one carpark is to
be undercover. This is not mentioned in the table.

Make it clear if tree needs to be at the front of the building to soften the
streetscape
List the locations and zones referred to
Provide clear practice directions on how this policy is to be assessed and
also how it is to be enforced and maintained.

Include the same criteria as is used in DTS 28.4

Need clarification about removal of street trees and what classifies as a
mature tree
Include a requirement for 3 off street car parks for dwellings with 4 or
more bedrooms
Include the need to have at least one car space undercover

Part 7 - Land Use Definitions
Ancillary Accommodation The limiting of bedroom numbers seems unnecessary and would be
better based on floor area.
Apartment
There is no definition though the term features in the Zones and
General Policy.
Detached Dwelling,
All of these definitions talk about being occupying a site that is held
Group Dwelling, Row
exclusively with that dwelling which would require a land division
Dwelling, Semi-Detached always precede a planning application however the new system talks
Dwelling
about being about to obtain LD and BR consents in any order so this
would undermine that process.
Student Accommodation This definition should consider evolving changes in lifestyles and living
arrangements to make this for a broader demographic who may wish
to live in a communal living or co-housing type of arrangement.

Amend to remove bedrooms and change to a total floor area of 60
square metres to align with the general policy DTS/DPF 16.2
Include a definition of Apartment.
Amend these definitions to refer only to having frontage to a public road
or to a road proposed…

Remove the reference to students specifically.

